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            Google just published today the Guidelines for Evaluation of Search Speech (version 1). Enrique Alfonseca, Staff Research Scientist, working on Google Assistant in Zurich, said that the publication of these guidelines come upon “requests from academics who are researching improvements in voice interactions, question answering, and voice-guided exploration.”
808b4-guidelines-of-evaluation-of-search-speech-version-1

808b4-guidelines-of-evaluation-of-search-speech-version-1.pdf
172 KB





Alfonseca says also that the Search Speech Guidelines are similar to the Search Quality Rating Guidelines, but Google Assistant needed to have “its own guidelines in place, as many of its interactions utilize what is called “eyes-free technology,” when there is no screen as part of the experience.”
The dimensions for rating the answers used in Search Speech / Voice
	Information Satisfaction: the content of the answer should meet the information needs of the user.
	Length: when a displayed answer is too long, users can quickly scan it visually and locate the relevant information. For voice answers, that is not possible. It is much more important to ensure that we provide a helpful amount of information, hopefully not too much or too little. Some of our previous work is currently in use for identifying the most relevant fragments of answers.
	Formulation: it is much easier to understand a badly formulated written answer than an ungrammatical spoken answer, so more care has to be placed in ensuring grammatical correctness.
	Elocution: spoken answers must have proper pronunciation and prosody. Improvements in text-to-speech generation, such as WaveNet and Tacotron 2, are quickly reducing the gap with human performance.

According to Voicebot these guidelines are very important for brands and media, as “following these guidelines will be increasingly important in order for your content to surface in voice searches.”
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            YouTube streamlines Product Tagging for Creators, boosting efficiency

                YouTube today announced is rolling out a major update to its product tagging functionality within YouTube Shopping, making the process faster and more convenient for creators.
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            YouTube streamlines Affiliate Marketing with Enhanced Affiliate Hub

                YouTube is empowering creators enrolled in its US-based affiliate program with a revamped Affiliate Hub, accessible directly within the YouTube app.
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            ID5 secures $20 Million in Series B funding to drive privacy-first identity innovation

                ID5 today announced it has secured $20 million in Series B funding. This investment highlights the confidence that both financial and strategic investors have in ID5's ability to shape the future of a cookieless advertising landscape.
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            Google Analytics 4 adds Salesforce integration for direct data import

                Google Analytics 4 (GA4) today announced a new integration with Salesforce, allowing the direct import of offline event data from the popular CRM platform.
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            Google launches a new Learn JavaScript course for aspiring web developers

                Web.dev, an online resource for web development, has expanded its offerings with a comprehensive new course titled Learn JavaScript. Authored by acclaimed web developer Mat Marquis, the course promises a deep dive into the fundamentals of modern JavaScript.
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            Google updates ad definitions, hints at expanded placement within search results

                Google's Ads Liaison Twitter account (@adsliaison) last month announced a change to the definition of top ads within Google Search.
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            Meta elevates Cricket Fan experience on Instagram and Threads

                This cricket season, Meta is offering fans new ways to experience the thrill of the game on its platforms. With a focus on community engagement and exclusive content, Meta aims to enhance how fans follow and interact with their favorite teams and players.
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            Pinterest's Trend Forecast: A tapestry of springtime inspiration

                From fashion and food to home decor and unexpected obsessions, let's dive into the most captivating trends emerging on Pinterest.
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            Meta seeks dismissal of FTC Antitrust Lawsuit, denying accusations of monopoly power

                Meta Platforms Inc. (formerly Facebook) this week filed a motion for summary judgment, seeking the dismissal of the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) lawsuit aimed at unwinding the company's acquisitions of Instagram and WhatsApp.
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            Meta commits to transparency with a new labeling approach for AI-Generated content

                The social media giant will now focus on increased transparency, labeling these materials rather than primarily removing them.
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            LinkedIn Introduces Live Event Ads

                LinkedIn this week announced the expansion of its event marketing capabilities with the launch of Live Event Ads.
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            LinkedIn debuts CTV Ads for B2B Marketers, Now Targeting US and Canada

                LinkedIn this week announced it is rolling out new ad solutions: LinkedIn CTV Ads (including LinkedIn Premiere with NBCUniversal). LinkedIn CTV Ads empower marketers to reach decision-makers across Connected TV for maximum impact.
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